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Over the past two decades, mcreasmg attention has been paid to developmg and assessmg the second 
language (L2) learners' pragmatic abilities m the field ofTeachmg English to Speakers of Other 
Languages (TESOL) Studies mvest1gatmg the L2 learners' mterlanguage pragmatics have employed a 
vanety of research methods, such as role plays, observational methods, and Discourse Completion Tests 
The purpose of trus paper 1s to take a cnttcal look at these research methods used m studymg 
interlanguage pragmatics Interlanguage pragmatics 1s defined here narrowly as the L2 learners' 
production of speech acts and the acqms1tton ofL2 speech act knowledge Thts paper also aims to 
present a pilot study wruch mvesttgated the Korean learners' mterlanguage pragmatics by employmg one 
of the research methods discussed m the present paper 

Research methods employed m the study of mterlanguage pragmatics can be charactenzed m terms 
of constramts these methods impose on the data from the least constrained to the most constrained ones 
Figure I presents different research methods arranged along a continuum with these two dimensions 
(Kasper and Dahl 1991 217 for a surular display) 

Figure I Observational-Eltc1ted Contmuum of Research Methods in Interlanguage Pragmatics 

Observations of 
Natural Discourse 

Open Role Plays Closed Role Plays Discourse Completion Tests 

<-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> 
Observational Eh cited 

The data ebc1tat1on techtuques from the nght-hand to the mtddle side of the continuum consist of 
rughly controlled methods such as Discourse Completion Tests and closed role plays, and less constrained 
open role plays The far left-hand side indicates observations of naturally occurnng data, m wruch no 
deliberate constraints are placed on the mformants 

Discourse Completion Tests were first developed by Levenston and Blum (1978) to investigate 
lextcal s1mphficat1on, and then they were adapted to study speech act realtzatton by Blum-Kulka (1982) 
(cited in Kasper and Dahl 1991) In the Discourse Completion Tests, mformants are provided with a 
wntten questionnaire listing a number of bnef situational descnpttons, and the mformants are asked to 
wnte down a response that they trunk they would say m the given context The second next most 
constramed method is a closed role play In closed role plays, several s1tuat10ns are descnbed m a wntten 
form, and subjects are asked to perform orally the speech act behav10r, m response to the initial verbal 
cue issued by the mterlocutor The mterlocutor's verbal cue ts mtended to set the tone for the s1tuat1on 
( e g an angry taxi dnver, a wrurung cruld, etc ), and there are no on-gomg mteract1ons mvolved between 
part1c1pants In an open role play task, a descnpuon of the situation 1s given to subjects either ma wntten 
or spoken manner Then subjects are asked to say what the person they are role-playmg would say m a 
given situation through mteract10n with the mterlocutor An observational techtuque, the least 
constramed research method, 1s to collect samples of spontaneous speech m natural contexts 

The most authentic data collection method is to observe natural discourse It reflects what speakers 
say m a real context rather than what they trunk they would say The cornmumcative event also has real-
world consequences, bemg a source ofnch pragmatic structures (Cohen 1996) However, dtfficulties 
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with this method have been noted by several researchers Cohen (1996), for example, pomted out that 
(a) The data may not yield enough or any target speech act performance, (b) It 1s very t1me-consummg to 
collect and analyze naturally occurrmg data, (c) It 1s very difficult to control contextual vanables such as 
gender, age, first language background, and ( d) The use of recordmg eqmpment may be mtrus1ve 
Surularly, Beebe and Takahashi (1989 120) suggest that 'Natural data give us lots of examples that are 
not at all comparable m terms of speakers, hearers, and social situations, unless one or two s1tuat10ns are 
selected, and this poses other hmitatlons' Moreover, Kasper and Dahl (1991) have noted that cross-
hngmstlc and cross-cultural comparable data are difficult to collect via naturally occurrmg data Bardov1-
Harhg and Hartford's ( 1990) study of graduate adv1smg sess10ns 1s one of the few speech act studies that 
used observational methods Thirty-two adv1smg sessions were aud10-taped m full length, m which three 
faculty members and their twenty-five graduate student advisees (eighteen nonnatives and seven natives) 
part1c1pated Comparab1hty between natives' and nonnatives' use of speech act strategies was msured 
smce both groups mteracted with the same native mterlocutors m the same status relationship (1 e 
advisee vs advisor) However, the case of an advismg sess10n has hmitat1ons for cross-cultural 
comparab1hty, as Kasper and Dahl (1991 231) md1cated 

Smee graduate advismg sessions, where adviser and advisee negotiate the student's 
coursework for the new semester, are mstltut1on-bound and, hence, culture-specific 
speech events that have no (direct) eqmvalent mother cultural contexts For mstance, 
our Japanese mformants report that at Japanese uruvers1t1es, advismg takes place 
mformally among the students, with older students advismg younger students Moreover, 
even m our native cultures (Germany and Denmark), which have more affimty to Amencan 
context, adv1smg sessions of the kmd reported do not exist 

Role plays are the second closest to authentic language use, followmg observational methods The 
advantages of role plays over the observational techruque are that they are replicable and that they easily 
allow for the cross-cultural and cross-lmgu1st1c study In add1t1on, the s1tuat10ns are set up for a particular 
speech act to take place, makmg possible the close analysis oflong mteract1on sequences of comparable 
data (Cohen 1995) However, role plays are also not without problems One of the biggest weaknesses of 
role play as a data collection method hes m its vahd1ty, 1t 1s not certam to what extent the mformants' 
responses are representative of what they would actually say m real hfe Role plays sometimes force 
unnatural behav10rs from the subjects If subjects are not good actors, the results could be problematic m 
that 1t 1s difficult to tell the subjects' lmgu1st1c proficiency from their 's1tuat10nal adeptness' (Cohen and 
Olshtam 1994 152) In addition, there might be a 'response set' (1 e tendency to have the response to 
one s1tuat1on mfluenced by the response to another, m particular, m s1tuat1ons where subjects are hm1ted 
to a senes of the same type of speech act) (Cohen and Olshtam 1981 129) Furthermore, the subjects are 
not given the ch01ce to opt out of the speech act In the real world, people sometimes opt not to 
apologize, request, or complam 

A Discourse Completion Test allows us to collect a large amount of data over a short penod of 
time However, along with the role plays, one of the biggest problems with the Discourse Complet10n 
Tests 1s the extent to which the data collected m this way truly reflects real language use This view 1s 
shared by Wolfson, Marmor, and Jones (1989), who have suggested that decontextual1zed wntten 
responses m the Discourse Completion Tests may not be comparable to what takes place m the actual 
mteract1ons Studies (Bodman and E1sentem 1988, Rmtell and Mitchell 1989) have shown that m 
companson with oral role plays, subjects tend to provide far shorter responses m Discourse Completion 
Tests, where no real negotiations take place In add1t1on, due to the nature ofwntten mode, mformants 
have more time to plan and weigh their answers carefully and even to make corrections, a s1tuat1on which 
1s far from speech act realizations m a real context (Beebe and Cummings 1995) 

Beebe and Cummings (1985 14 cited m Kasper and Dahl 1991 242-243) also pomted out that 
Discourse Complet10n Test responses do not adequately represent (a) the actual wordmg used m real 
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mteract1on, (b) the range of formulas and strategies used (some, hke avoidance, tend to be left out), (c) 
the length of response or the number of turns 1t takes to fulfill the function, ( d) the depth of emotion that 
m turn quabtat1vely affects the tone, content, and form of lmgu1st1c performance, ( e) the number of 
repetitions and elaborat10ns that occur, or (f) the actual rate of occurrence of a speech act-e g whether or 
not someone would naturally refuse to produce it at all m a given s1tuat1on 

2. The Pilot Study 
The pilot study presented m th.is paper atms to mvestlgate the mterlanguage pragmatics of advanced 

Korean learners ofESL by usmg open role plays More specifically, it aims to mvest1gate how the 
apology speech act performances of advanced Korean learners of English compare to those of native 
Engltsh speakers m terms of five apology strategies Among a vanety of speech acts, apologies are the 
second most widely studied speech acts after requests, from both the cross-cultural and mterlanguage 
pragmatics perspectives Accordmg to Fraser (1981 260), apologies are defined as 'the offender's 
[apologizer's] expressions of regret for the undesirable effect of the act upon the offended party 
[apologee] ' Apologies are called for when social norms have been violated or when an expectation of 
the offended party has not been met (Fraser 1981) An apology speech act mtends to restore harmony 
between apologizer and apologee, 1t is regarded as a remedial work, which aims to change what might be 
looked upon as an offensive act mto an acceptable one (Goffinan 1971) Once the offense has been 
recogruzed by both parties, the offender must let the offended person know that he or she 1s sorry for the 
mfraction Therefore, the act ts 'h1ghly-hearer-support1ve and often self-demeanmg' (Edmondson and 
House 1981 45) 

Apology Strategies• In this study, the following five apology strategies were considered These 
strategies were based on the descnpt1on of the apology speech-act set provided by Olshtatn and Cohen 
(1983) and Trosborg (1987) 

Expression of Apology Use of an expression which contams a relevant performative verb 
e g 'I'm sorry' , 'I apologize' , 'Excuse me' , 'Please, forgive me' , 'Pardon me' 

Explanation An explanation or an account of s1tuat1ons which caused the apologizer to comnut the 
offense 

Acknowledgment of Responsibility A recogmt1on by the apologizer of his or her fault m causmg the 
offense 

e g 'It completely slipped my mind' , 'I didn't mean to' , 'It was my fault' 

Off er of Repair An offer made by an apologizer to provtde payment for some kmd of damage caused by 
his or her mfractmn, which can be specific and non-specific 

Non-specific offer of repair 
e g 'I'll see what I can do' 

Specific offer of repatr 
e g 'I will do extra work over the weekend' 

Promise of Non-recurrence A comnutment made by an apologizer not to have the offense happen 
agam 

e g 'It won't happen agam' 

Subjects· The subjects who volunteered for this study were ten nattve speakers ofEnghsh and ten native 
speakers ofKorean m thetr mid 20's to nud 30's There were five females and five males m each of the 
groups They were all studymg at the graduate level at an Amencan uruvers1ty at the time of the study 
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All the Korean speakers had their Test ofEnghsh as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) scores of600 or 
above, a nnmmum of one and a half years' stay in the Umted States (one and a half to three years), and a 
minimum of eleven years of English study m Korea (eleven to twelve years) 

Instrument Open role plays were used to elicit the data The role-playing situation (t e apology to a 
sibling for forgetting to take her to the shopping mall) was relatively an 'authentic' hypothettcal s1tuat10n 
to the subjects smce this situatmn nnght have already happened to them, or the subjects nnght run mto 
such a situation later in their graduate hfe The full text of the situation and instructions appear m the 
Appendix 

Procedures Subjects m both native and nonnative English speaker groups indivtdually engaged m oral 
role plays m English with a native English mterlocutor m a lab After one week, the nonnative speakers 
were asked to perform the same role-playing situation m Korean with a native Korean mterlocutor In all 
cases, pnor to engaging m the role play, subjects were first asked to silently read, along with the 
interlocutor, the s1tuat1on provided on the card at the begmnmg of the session The apology situation was 
wntten m Enghsh and Korean m the Enghsh and Korean role plays, respectively Subjects were then 
asked to role play with the interlocutor m response to the verbal cue issued by her All responses were 
audio-taped and transcnbed 

Data Analysis. The data were analyzed with respect to the five apology strategies discussed prevtously 
The frequency with which each of the 20 subjects used any of the five apology strategies was calculated 

Fmdmgs. The results of subjects' use of apology strategies appear in Table I 

Table I Percentage of Subjects' Use of Apology Strategies_ 

Situation Apology Native Nonnative Native 
Strategies Enghsh English Korean 

Apologies Apologies Apologies 
(n=IO) (n=IO) (n=IO) 

F orgettmg to APOL 60 100 100 
take one's EXPL 90 90 90 
stblmg to the RESP 90 40 80 
shopping mall REPR 100 100 100 

NONR 0 0 10 

Note APOL Apology of Expression, EXPL Explanation, RESP Acknowledgment ofResponsibihty, 
REPR Offer of Repair, NONR Prorruse of Non-recurrence 

Expression of Apology. The advanced nonnative speakers (NNSs) and the native speakers (NSs) used 
the express10n of apology strategy differently Sirrular to their L 1 product10n (I 00% ), the NNSs were 
more hkely to use expressions of apology than their counterparts (NSs 60% vs NNSs 100%) 
Differences were also found between these two groups m terms ofthetr use ofhngwstlc forms for 
expressing apologies The NSs tended to use expressions such as 'I am so sorry, darlmg', 'I'm really 
sorry', and 'I'm so sorry, sweetie', while the NNSs used expressions such as 'Can you forgive me?' and 
'Please, forgive me, please' This extra mtensity on the part of the nonnatives was not necessary, 
considenng the lower status of the person rece1vmg the apology The NNSs seemed not to be able to use 
expressions appropnate to the L2 mteract10nal context This pomt is illustrated m example (1) Another 
vanat10n of nonnative speakers from native speakers' usage of apology expressions was the adverb 'first' 
before saying 'I'm sorry', as m example (2) 
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(I) NNS-NS mteractmn 
I Oh, you forgot agam you promJsedl 
S Yeah, you know, you know me, you know, oh I'm tembly busy nght now Maybe you can know that 
1fyou grow up Can you forgive me? I know you're a pretty mce and sweet girl Please forgive me, 
please. 

(2) NNS-NS mteract1on 
I Oh, you forgot agam you promJsed I 
NNS Yeah First, I'm sorry, but I was so busy to fimsh my paper, you know I have a lot ofthmgs to 
do, so I'm sorry I'll take you to the mall next time, and I'll give you some more time 

Explanation. Sumlar to their use of explanation strategy m L 1 (90% ), the NNSs used the explanation 
strategy as frequently as the NSs did (NSs 90% vs NNSs 90%) However, the NNSs tended to proVIde 
explanations, usmg s1gruficantly more words than the NSs m order to accomphsh a smular pragmatic 
goal Such a propensity 1s manifested m L2 alone, not m Ll The NNSs tended to elaborate the 
precond1t1ons, the background, and the JUstdicaUons for their mfract1ons m a very verbose way Such a 
tendency by the NNSs Imght be perceived by the hearer as both irrelevant and superfluous and might 
consequently lessen the force of the speech act The verbosity mamfested by the Korean advanced 
learners of English seems to be related to their lack of confidence and eagerness to ensure that their 
mtended message has been conveyed to the hearer As Blum-Kulka and Olshtam (1986 177) have 
pointed out, 'Verbosity ts eVJdent especially among advanced learners who possess the hngmst1c 
knowledge to support the mtenuon of their speech acts but still feel uncertain of the effectiveness of their 
commurucatlve mteract1on ' L2 learners' level of proficiency affects the way m which learners attempt to 
approximate the target language norms (Blum-Kulka and Olshtam 1986) Learners with lower L2 
proficiency tend to avoid verbosity due to their lumted hngmsttc knowledge, whereas learners with higher 
L2 profietency gam confidence as to their lmguist1c knowledge, but are not confident about the 
effectiveness of thetr speech acts, and thus, tend to be more verbose than the target language speakers 

Acknowledgment of Respons1b1l1tr The NNSs and NSs used the acknowledgment of respons1bihty 
strategy differently m the role-playmg situation Whtie NNSs frequently used this strategy m LI (80%), 
the NNSs were less hkely to acknowledge the respons1b1hty (NSs 90% vs NNSs 40%) The nonnatives' 
difference from the native norms m thts case has several possible explanations It can be hypothesized 
that the NNSs may be aware of the lmgu1st1c ch01ces for expressmg acknowledgment of respons1b1hty, 
but they might be uncertam about the soc10lmgu1sttc rules of speaking m the act of apologizing, thus, 
fruhng to use this particular strategy as frequently as the NSs It can also be postulated that the NNSs 
had at their disposal a smaller range ofL2 lmgu1st1c forms for reahzmg this particular function (1 e 
acknowledgmg their responSJbthty) than their nattve-speakmg counterparts 

Offer of Repair. S1mtlar to their use of offer of repair strategy m L 1 (I 00% ), the NNSs used this strategy 
m much the same way as the NSs (NSs 100% vs NNSs 100%) However, the difference was noted m 
terms of degree of specificity m this strategy The NNSs provtded a less specific offer of reprur ( e g 
'What can I do for you?') The NSs, on the other hand, provtded a more specific offer ofreprur (e g 'I'll 
tell you what We go to the mall tomorrow and ','How about we go nght now?') 

Promise of Non-reoccu"ence. Both the NSs and the NNSs showed a s1m1lar use of promise of non-
recurrence strategy m the role-play situation (NSs 0% vs NNSs 0%), m which the NNSs used thts 
strategy I 00/o of the time m their L 1 

3 Conclusaons 
The purpose ofthts paper was to discuss the research methods used to mvest1gate learners' 

mterlanguage pragmatics, m particular, a speech act production m terms ofthe1r strengths and 
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weaknesses The paper also presented a pilot study, whtch used open role plays as a data ehc1tat10n task 
m order to mvest1gate how the advanced Korean learners ofEnghsh perfonn the apology speech act in 
companson with the native speakers ofEngbsh Clearly, there 1s a great need for more authentic data 
collect10n methods m assessmg L2 learners' pragmatic ab1ht1es, whtch can best mvest1gate the acqms1t10n 
and development ofleamers' mterlanguage pragmatics In add1t1on, combined methods should be used m 
order to gam a more complete picture ofL2 leamers' speech act realizations As Kasper and Dahl (1991) 
have suggested, one mam method can be used to collect the prunary source of data, with the data 
collected by means of another method helping with the mterpretat1on of the pnmary data Alternatively, 
two or more data collect10n methods can have equivalent status m the study, complementing the findings 
on the research question at hand 

Appendix. Apology Situation 

The following s1tuat1on 1s a hypothetical s1tuat10n that has already happened to you or you Illlght 
run mto thts kmd of s1tuat1on later m your hfe Upon reading the situation, along with the mterlocutor, 
1mprovtse the conversation which rrught follow untd the agreement 1s reached between you and the 
interlocutor 

Forgettmg to take one's s1blmg to the shoppmg mall 

You have a younger s1blmg about eight years old You proffilsed to take her to the shopping mall and 
buy a toy that she has long wanted, but you completely forgot about 1t because you have been very busy 
with fimshtng the paper that you had to hand m the next day Your Sibling was excited and told all her 
fnends about 1t She ts quite d1sappomted and upset now Thts 1s the second time that this has happened 
Your sibling calls later that day to complam You pick up the phone, and she 1mmed1ately recogmzes 
your voice 

Younger s1blmg Oh, you forgot agam and you proffilsedl 
You 
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